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Abstract

Psychologists have used tests and carefully designed
survey questions, such as Beck’s Depression Inventory
(BDI), to identify the presence of depression and to as-
sess its severity level. On the other hand, methods for
automatic depression detection have gained increas-
ing interest since all the information available in social
media, such as Twitter and Facebook, enables novel ap-
proaches based on language use. More precisely, these
methods have focused on learning to detect depressive
users through their language usage. However, little
effort has been put into going beyond mere detection,
towards estimating users’ actual clinical depression
level. The present study is a first step towards that
direction: we try to develop a model able to estimate
Reddit’s users’ clinical depression level by filling in
the BDI depression questionnaire on behalf of each
user. To carry out his task, the model answers all 21
questions of the questionnaire using the confidence
value outputted by a binary text classifier trained to
detect depressed users on Reddit. Our proposal was
publicly tested in the CLEF’s eRisk 2019 lab obtaining
the best and second-best performance among the other
13 submitted models.

Keywords: Beck’s Depression Inventory, CLEF eRisk
2019, Depression Level Estimation, SS3, Text Classi-
fication.

Resumen

Los psicólogos han utilizado cuestionarios cuidadosa-
mente diseñadas, como el “Inventario de Depresión
de Beck” (BDI), para identificar la presencia de de-
presión y evaluar su grado de severidad. Por otro lado,
los métodos para automáticamente detectar depresión
están ganando un creciente interés debido a la gran can-
tidad de información disponible en las redes sociales.
Más precisamente, estos métodos se han centrado en
aprender a detectar usuarios depresivos a través de su

uso del lenguaje. Sin embargo, poco esfuerzo se ha
realizado en ir más allá de la mera detección, hacia la
estimación del nivel de depresión clı́nica real de los
usuarios. El presente estudio es un primer paso hacia
esa dirección, en donde intentamos desarrollar un mod-
elo capaz de estimar el nivel de depresión clı́nica de
usuarios de Reddit completando el cuestionario de de-
presión BDI por cada uno de ellos. Para llevar a cabo
su tarea, el modelo responde las 21 preguntas del cues-
tionario utilizando el valor de confianza emitido por
un clasificador de texto binario entrenado para detectar
usuarios depresivos en Reddit. Nuestra propuesta fue
probada públicamente en el eRisk 2019 obteniendo el
mejor, y segundo mejor, desempeño entre los otros 13
modelos presentados.

Palabras claves: Clasificación de textos, CLEF eRisk
2019, Estimación del nivel de depresión, Inventario de
Depresión de Beck, SS3.

1 Introduction

Depression is one of the leading cause of disability and
one of the major contributors to the overall global bur-
den of disease. Globally, in 2015 it was estimated than
more than 332 million people suffered from this mental
illness. Additionally, between 2005 and 2015 the total
estimated number of people living with depression in-
creased by 18.4%. Depressive disorders are ranked as
the single largest contributor to non-fatal health loss
and in extreme cases could lead to suicide[1]. Every
40 seconds a person dies due to suicide somewhere
in the world, every year over 800.000 suicide deaths
occur and it is the second leading cause of death in the
15-29 years-old range[2]. In 2015, suicide was among
the top 20 leading causes of worldwide death[1]. Glob-
ally, 71% of all violent deaths in women, and 50% in
men, are due to suicide[2]. Along with cancer, heart
disease, stroke, and diabetes, suicide is among the 10
leading causes of death in the United States, as well
as in other high-income countries. Additionally, the
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suicide rate increased by 3.7% from 2016 to 2017[3].
For many years, psychologists have used tests or

carefully designed survey questions (such as BDI[4])
to identify the presence of depression and to assess its
severity level. Nowadays, all the information available
in social media, such as Twitter or Facebook, has en-
abled novel methods for depression detection based on
machine learning techniques. Even though multiple
studies have attempted to predict or analyze depression
using machine learning techniques, to the best of our
knowledge, Losada et al. carried out the first attempt
to build a public dataset in which a large collection of
social media users’ posts leading to this disorder was
made available to the public [5]. The main goal in their
work was to provide the first public collection to study
the relationship between depression and language us-
age by means of machine learning techniques. This
dataset was later used in the CLEF’s eRisk 2017[6]
and 2018[7] public tasks on early depression detection
in social media.

Machine learning models learn to characterize de-
pression through natural language usage and obtained
results have shown that, in fact, language usage can
provide strong evidence in detecting depressive people.
However, not much attention has been paid to measur-
ing finer grain relationships between language usage
and this disorder. For instance, little effort has been
put into going beyond merely depression detection,
towards estimating people actual clinical depression
level. The present study is a first step towards that
direction, we try to develop a model able to estimate
Reddit1 users clinical depression level by filling in the
BDI depression questionnaire on behalf of each user.
To carry out his task, the model answer all 21 ques-
tions of the questionnaire using the confidence value
outputted by a binary text classifier trained to detect
depressed users on Reddit. Our model was evaluated
by participating in the CLEF’s eRisk 2019 task, obtain-
ing the best and second-best performance among all
participating models, thus, this article also describes
how our team (UNSL) approached this task.

This paper is an extended version of our preliminary
work presented in XXV Congreso Argentino de Cien-
cias de la Computación[8]. The main changes are an
improvement in the overall writing of the article, where
several sections have been rewritten and the content in
general has been better polished, including the addi-
tion of a new figure (Figure 2), that we believe help to
make the paper clearer and more easy-to-read; a more
precise formulation of the Equation (2) is also given;
submitted results have been added to Figure 3 to make
the analysis easier for the reader; and finally, a whole
new section has been included in which the models
submitted by the other research teams are described
and compared against ours. This paper is organized
as follows. First, in Section 2, we describe the eRisk
2019 task and introduce the evaluation metrics. Then,

1https://www.reddit.com/

we introduce the approach we used to carry out the
task of estimating the depression level in Section 3 and
the evaluation results are presented and discussed in
Section 4. In Section 5 models submitted by the other
research teams are described and a brief comparison
against ours is given. Finally, the main conclusions
derived from this study are summarized in Section 6,
along with suggestions for possible future work.

2 Measuring the Severity of Depression

As it is described in more detail in the CLEF’s eRisk
2019 overview [9], the lab was divided into three dif-
ferent tasks, T1, T2 and T3, being only T3 related to
depression. T3 task consisted of estimating the level
of depression from a thread of Reddit’s user posts. For
each user, participating models were given the history
of postings and they had to automatically fill in a stan-
dard depression questionnaire of user’s behalf. More
precisely, this questionnaire was the psychologists-
well-known Beck’s Depression Inventory (BDI)[4] de-
pression questionnaire. The BDI is a 21-question, self-
report rating inventory that measures characteristic
attitudes and symptoms of depression. Each question
has 4 possible answers, numbered from 0 to 3, and is
useful to assess the presence of feelings like sadness,
pessimism, loss of energy, etc. For example, the first
two questions are the following:

Question 1. Sadness:
0. I do not feel sad.
1. I feel sad much of the time.
2. I am sad all the time.
3. I am so sad or unhappy that I can’t stand it.

Question 2. Pessimism:
0. I am not discouraged about my future.
1. I feel more discouraged about my future than I
used to be.
2. I do not expect things to work out for me.
3. I feel my future is hopeless and will only get
worse.

Thus, participating models had to estimate the user’s
response to each individual question based on the con-
tent generated on Reddit by the corresponding user.
Therefore, this task aimed at exploring the viability
of automatically estimating the clinical severity of de-
pression and their multiple symptoms.

It is worth mentioning that for this task, no training
data was provided by the organizers. The test set used
to evaluate the performance of all participants was
built by asking Reddit users to manually fill in the
BDI questionnaire and then collecting their answers
along with their history of Reddit posts. These posts
were collected right after the user filled in the BDI
questionnaire. Thus, these users’ questionnaires were
then used as the ground truth to assess the quality of
the questionnaires filled in by the participating models,
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Table 1: Summary of the test data

No. of users 20
No. of posts 10,941
Avg. No. of posts per user 547
Avg. No. of days from first to last posts 881.2
Avg. No. of words per posts 46.4

automatically. The details of this test set are presented
in Table 1.

2.1 Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate and measure the performance of
the models in relation to the quality of questionnaires
generated by them, four metrics were used:

• Hit Rate (HR). This measure computes the ra-
tio of cases where the model’s questionnaire has
exactly the same answer as the user’s real ques-
tionnaire. For example, a questionnaire with 5
matches (out of the 21 total questions) gets an
HR equal to 5

21 .

• Closeness Rate (CR). This measure takes into ac-
count that each answer of the BDI questionnaire
represent an ordinal scale. For example, imagine
that the real user answered option 0. A system,
S1, whose answer was option 3 should be penal-
ized more than a system S2 whose answer was
1. For each question i, the absolute difference
(ad) between the real and predicted answer (e.g.
|0−3|= 3 and |0−1|= 1 for S1 and S2, respec-
tively) is computed and next, the absolute dif-
ference is normalized as follows: CRi =

3−adi
3 .2

Finally, the CRi for each question is averaged to
obtain the final overall effectiveness score, i.e.
CR = 1

21 ∑
21
i=1 CRi.

• Difference between Overall Depression Levels
(DODL). The previous measures assess the sys-
tems’ ability to answer each question. This mea-
sure, instead, does not look at question-level hits
or differences but computes the overall depres-
sion level (i.e sum of all the answers) for the real
and estimated questionnaire and next, the abso-
lute difference (ad overall) between these two
scores is computed. In the BDI, depression level
is an integer between 0 and 63 and, therefore, the
final DODL is normalized between 0 and 1 as
follows: DODL = 63−ad overall

63 .

• Depression Category Hit Rate (DCHR). In the
psychological domain, it is customary to asso-
ciate BDI depression levels with the following
categories: minimal (depression levels 0-9); mild
(depression levels 10-18); moderate (depression
levels 19-29); severe (depression levels 30-63).

2Note that this 3 here is equal to the maximum possible answer.

This measure consists of computing the fraction
of cases where the automated questionnaire led
to a depression category that is equivalent to the
depression category obtained from the real ques-
tionnaire.

Finally, for the first three measures, results were
reported using the average over all the users and were
referred to as AHR, ACR and ADODL.

3 Our approach

To carry out this task, we trained a binary text classifier
to detect depressed users and then we use its confi-
dence values to estimate the user’s clinical depression
level by completing the BDI questionnaire. We de-
cided to use the SS3 text classifier which was firstly
introduced by Burdisso et al. and that has obtained
state-of-the-art performance on early depression detec-
tion tasks[10, 11]. Thus, Section 3.1 briefly introduces
the SS3 classifier, and then Section 3.2 describes how
questionnaires were actually filled in by our model.

3.1 The SS3 text classifier

As it is described in more detail in [10], SS3 first
builds a dictionary of words for each category dur-
ing the training phase, in which the frequency of
each word is stored. Then, using those word frequen-
cies, and during the classification stage, it calculates a
value for each word using a function gv(w,c) to value
words in relation to categories. gv takes a word w
and a category c and outputs a number in the interval
[0,1] representing the “importance” that w is believed
to have in c. For instance, suppose categories are
C = { f ood,music,health,sports}, then, after training,
SS3 would learn to assign values like:

gv(‘sushi’, f ood) = 0.85; gv(‘the’, f ood) = 0;
gv(‘sushi’,music) = 0.09; gv(‘the’,music) = 0;
gv(‘sushi’,health) = 0.50; gv(‘the’,health) = 0;
gv(‘sushi’,sports) = 0.02; gv(‘the’,sports) = 0;

Additionally, a vectorial version of gv is defined as:

−→gv(w) = hgv(w,c0),gv(w,c1), . . . ,gv(w,ck)i

where ci ∈ C (the set of all the categories). That is,
−→gv is only applied to a word and it outputs a vector
in which each component is the gv of that word for
each category ci. For instance, following the above
example, we have:

gv(‘sushi’) = h0.85,0.09,0.5,0.02i;
gv(‘the’) = h0,0,0,0i;

The vector −→gv(w) is called the “confidence vector
of w”. Note that each category ci is assigned a fixed
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position in −→gv. For instance, in the example above
h0.85,0.09,0.5,0.02i is the confidence vector of the
word “sushi” and the first position corresponds to
f ood, the second to music, and so on. For those read-
ers interested in how the gv function is actually com-
puted, we highly recommend to read the SS3 original
paper[10], since its equations are not given here to
keep this paper shorter and simpler.

The SS3’s classification process can be thought of
as a 2-phase process. In the first phase the input doc-
ument is split into multiple blocks (e.g. paragraphs),
then each block is in turn repeatedly divided into
smaller units (e.g. sentences, words). Thus, the previ-
ously “flat” document is transformed into a hierarchy
of blocks. In the second phase, the gv function is ap-
plied to each word to obtain the “level 0” confidence
vectors, which then are reduced to level 1 confidence
vectors by means of a level 0 summary operator, ⊕0.
This reduction process is recursively propagated up
to higher-level blocks, using higher-level summary
operators, ⊕ j, until a single confidence vector,

−→
d , is

generated for the whole input. Finally, the actual classi-
fication is performed based on the values of this single
confidence vector,

−→
d , using some policy —for exam-

ple, selecting the category with the higher confidence
value. Note that using these confidence vectors in the
hierarchy of blocks, it is quite straightforward for SS3
to visually justify the classification if different blocks
of the input are colored in relations to their values3.
This is quite relevant when it comes to health-care sys-
tems, because specialists should be able to manually
analyze classified users and this type of visual tools
could be really helpful.

We used the addition as the summary operators for
generating the confidence vectors for all the levels, .i.e
⊕ j = addition for all j, which simplified the classifica-
tion process to the summation of all words’ −→gv vectors
read so far, in symbols, for every user s:

−→
ds = ∑

w∈WHs

−→gv(w) (1)

where WHs is the user’s writing history. Note that
for this task,

−→
ds was a vector hdpos,dnegi with only

two components, one for the “depressed” class, dpos,
and the other for the “non-depressed” class, dneg. In
Burdisso et al. [10], early classification of users was
carried out by analyzing how this confidence vector
changed over time (i.e. as more posts were processed).

3.2 Filling in the BDI questionnaires

The scenario addressed in this article is considerably
more difficult than standard depression detection sce-
narios since, unlike our previous experience in pre-

3As can be seeing on the live demos available at
http://tworld.io/ss3 in which interested readers can try out the SS3
classifier online.

vious CLEF’s eRisk challenges and previous work
related to early depression detection[12][13][10], the
problem addressed here goes beyond a mere binary
“yes-or-no” classification problem. Trying to estimate
the real clinical depression level of users is a problem
that involves multiple decisions, one for each one of
the 21 questions of the BDI questionnaire. In addition,
another aspect that makes this task even harder was
the fact that, as mentioned in Section 2, no training
data was released by the eRisk organizers for this task.

Therefore, we decided to train the SS3 text classi-
fier using the dataset for the eRisk 2018 depression
detection task[7], using the same hyperparameters con-
figuration (λ = ρ = 1 and σ = 0.455) that we used to
addressed that task in our previous work [10]. How-
ever, the main problem was then deciding how to turn
this binary classifier, trained for a simple “yes-or-no”
decision, into a classifier capable of estimating the
clinical depression level by filling BDI questionnaires.
Our approach to address this problem was to use the
SS3’s confidence vector,

−→
d in Equation (1), to try to

infer the BDI depression level between 0 and 63. To
achieve this, first, we converted the confidence vector
into a single confidence value (cv) normalized between
0 and 1, by applying the following equation:

cv =

( dpos−dneg
dpos

dpos > dneg,

0 otherwise
(2)

Where dpos,dneg are the confidence values for the
positive and negative class from the

−→
ds confidence vec-

tor defined in Equation (1). Then, after SS3 classified
an user, the obtained cv value was mapped into a re-
gion/category c, one for each BDI depression category
(c ∈ {0,1,2,3}). This was carried out by the following
equation:

c = bcv×4c (3)

And finally, the user’s depression level was pre-
dicted by mapping the percentage of cv left inside the
predicted c region to its corresponding BDI depression
level range (e.g. (0.5,0.75] −→ [19,29] for c = 2 =
“moderate depression”) by computing the following:

dep level =minc+b(maxc−minc+1)×(cv×4−c)c
(4)

Where minc and maxc are the lower and upper bound
for category c, respectively (e.g. 19 and 29 for “mod-
erate depression” category).

In order to clarify the above process, we will il-
lustrate it with the example shown in Figure 1. First,
SS3 processed the entire writing history computing the
confidence value (given by Equation (2)) and then, the
final cv value (0.941) was used to predict the depres-
sion category, “severe depression” (c = 3), by using
the Equation (3). Finally, the depression level was
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Figure 1: Diagram of the dep level computation process for user referred to as “subject 2827”. As reader can
notice, after processing all the user’s posts (writings), the final confidence value (0.941) was mapped into his/her
corresponding dep level (55).

computed by the mapping given by Equation (4), as
follows:

dep level = 30+ b(63−30+1)× (0.941×4−3)c
= 30+ b34× (3.764−3)c
= 30+ b34×0.764c
= 30+25 = 55

(5)

At this point we have transformed the output of SS3
from a 2-dimensional vector, ~d, into a BDI depression
level (a value from 0 to 63). However we have not
covered yet how to actually answer the 21 questions
in the BDI questionnaire using this depression level.
Regardless the method, we decided that for all those
users whose dep level was less or equal to 0, all the
BDI questions were answered with 0. For the other
users we applied different methods since every partic-
ipating team was allowed to use up to five different
models (called “runs”) to carry out the task. Thus, we
use five different methods to accomplish this task, as
described below:

• UNSLA: using the predicted dep level our model
filled the questionnaires answering the answer
number b dep level

21 c on each question. If this divi-
sion had a remainder, the remainder points were
randomly scatter so that the sum of all the an-
swers always matched the predicted depression
level given by SS3.

• UNSLB: this time, only the predicted category,
c, was used. Our model filled the questionnaire
randomly in such a way that the final depres-
sion level always matched the predicted category,
c. Compared to the following three ones, these
two models were the ones with the worst perfor-
mance.

• UNSLC: this model, and the following, were
more question-centered. Once again, as in UN-
SLA, our model filled the questionnaires answer-
ing the expected number derived from the pre-
dicted depression level (b dep level

21 c). But this
time, answering this number only on questions
for which a “textual hint” for a possible an-
swer was found in the user’s writings, and ran-
domly and uniformly answered between 0 and
d dep level

21 e otherwise. To find this “textual hint”,
our model split the user’s writings into sentences
and searched for the co-occurrence of the words
“I” or “my” with at least one word matching
a regular expression specially crafted for each
question.4 This method obtained the best AHR
(41.43%) and the second-best DCHR (40%).

• UNSLD: the same as the previous one, but not
using the “textual hints”, i.e. always answering
every question randomly and uniformly between
0 and d dep level

21 e. This model was mainly used
only with the goal of measuring the actual impact
of using these “textual hints” to decide which
questions should be answerd with the expected
answer (b dep level

21 c).

• UNSLE: the same as previous one, but this time
not using a uniform distribution. More precisely,
from the overall depression level predicted by
SS3, once again the expected answer was com-
puted (b dep level

21 c) and, depending on the value of
the expected answer, actual answers were given
using the probability distributions shown in Fig-
ure 2. Unlike in UNSLD, where uniform distri-
bution was used, here we manually crafted these

4e.g. “(sad)|(unhappy)” for question 1, “(future)|(work out)”
for question 2, “fail\w*” for question 3, “(pleasure)|(enjoy)” for
question 4, etc.
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(a) If expected answer is 0 (b) If expected answer is 1

(c) If expected answer is 2 (d) If expected answer is 3

Figure 2: Discrete probability distribution for each possible expected answer.

probability distributions so that the expected an-
swer is always more likely to be selected over the
other ones. This model obtained the best ACR
(71.27%) and the second-best AHR (40.71%) and
ADODL (80.48%, best was only 0.54% above).

4 Evaluation Results

The task’s results are shown in Table 2. As mentioned
above, we obtained the best AHR (41.43%) and ACR
(71.27%), and the second-best ADODL (80.48%) and
DCHR (40%), best DCHR and ADODL were obtained
by CAMH[14]. However, since most of our models’
answers are stochastically generated, it implies that all
of these measures are also stochastically generated.5

The natural question in cases like this is “How do
we know these results properly represent our models
performance and we did not obtained them just by
pure chance?”. In order to clarify this, once the eRisk
finished and the golden truth was released, we run
each model 1000 times and calculated the values for
AHR, ACR, ADODL and DCHR each time.6 After
this process finished, we ended up with a sample of
1000 values for each measure and model, which we
then used to produce the box plots shown in Figure 3.

5Only ADODL and DCHR for UNSLA and DHR for UNSLB
are deterministically determined by depression level and c.

6Just as if we had participated 1000 times in this task.

Analyzing the box plots one can notice that, in fact,
when we participated we had a little bit of bad luck,
specially for UNSLE’s ADODL, since one can see in
Figure 3c that the actual value we obtained (80.84%) is
almost a lower bound outlier. Another important thing
that can be seen in Figure 3a is that the use of “textual
hints”, in UNSLC, really improved the Average Hit
Rate (AHR) but did not had an impact on the other
measures (as seen in the other figures). In Figure 3c
we can see that UNSLE was considerably the best
method to estimate the overall depression level since
its ADODL takes values within a range that is quite
above the others. Additionally, another important as-
pect is that, looking at the range of values each method
takes, for the different measures, in Figure 3, we can
see that the obtained values would be among the best
ones, even in the worst cases (compared against the
other participant’s).

5 The other teams’ models

From the other 7 participating research teams, only
three submitted a paper describing their models to
the conference, namely, BioInfo@UAVR [15], BiTeM
[16], and CAMH [14].

The BioInfo@UAVR [15] team submitted only one
model. Their approach for addressing this task was a
rule-based one. Each rule was modelled with respect to
several behavioral and psycholinguistics patterns that
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(a) AHR (b) ACR

(c) ADODL (d) DCHR

Figure 3: Box plots for each measure and run. Results submitted to eRisk 2019 are marked with an “x”.

Table 2: Results for eRisk 2019 Task 3.

Model AHR ACR ADODL DCHR
BioInfo@UAVR 34.05% 66.43% 77.70% 25%
BiTeM 32.14% 62.62% 72.62% 25%
CAMH unsupervised 23.81% 57.06% 81.03% 45%
CAMH supervised (SVM - LIWC) 35.95% 66.59% 75.48% 25%
CAMH supervised (GPT - 180 features) 35.47% 68.33% 75.63% 20%
CAMH supervised (GPT - 768 features) 36.43% 67.22% 72.30% 20%
CAMH supervised (GPT - 948 features) 36.91% 69.13% 75.63% 15%
Fazl 22.38% 56.27% 72.78% 5%
Illinois 22.62% 56.19% 66.35% 40%
ISIKol multiSimilarity-5000-Dtac-Qtac 29.76% 57.94% 74.13% 25%
ISIKol-bm25-1.2-0.75-5000-Dtac-Qtac 29.76% 57.06% 72.78% 25%
ISIKol-lm-d-1.0-5000-Dtac-Qtac 30.00% 57.94% 73.02% 15%
Kimberly 38.33% 64.44% 66.19% 20%
UNSLA 37.38% 67.94% 72.86% 30%
UNSLB 36.93% 70.16% 76.83% 30%
UNSLC 41.43% 69.13% 78.02% 40%
UNSLD 38.10% 67.22% 78.02% 30%
UNSLE 40.71% 71.27% 80.48% 35%
Random (avg 1000 repetitions) 23.98% 58.55% 77.78% 33.55%

are known to be associated with the state of depression.
Namely, they represent user’s text as a feature vector
composed of a collection of the following 6 different
types of features: depression, guilt, appetite, anxiety,
fatigue, and sleep. For instance, “depression” features
were made using the average polarity of user’s writ-

ings, the frequency of self-related words (e.g. I, myself,
mine), absolutist words (e.g. absolutely, never, com-
pletely), anti-depressants listed by WebMD7, words

7https://www.webmd.com/depression/guide/

depression-medications-antidepressants
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related to mental disorders (e.g. depression, bipolar,
psychotic). Then, they divided the 21 questions of
the BDI questionnaire into 6 groups, one for each fea-
ture type. All questions belonging to a given group
were scored with the same answer. The score was
calculated, for each user, using the frequency of the
features considered for each group with respect to its
frequency over the entire dataset. These scores were
then mapped to an actual answer (i.e. a [0-3] score)
using manually predefined thresholds extracted from
the frequency histograms.8

The BiTeM [16] team also submitted only one
model. Their approach for addressing this task was
using an ensemble of the following 3 different models:

• Word polarity: this model used word polarity to
classify users as depressed and then to associate
posts to relevant BDI dimensions. They made
use of the Multi Perspective Question Answer-
ing (MPQA) subjectivity lexicon[17].9 For ana-
lyzing the posts with the BDI dimensions, they
created a MPQA lexicon that provides single-
word cues for each dimension. Additionally, they
expanded this list of cues with the following re-
sources: WordNet[18] to find synonyms, a sexual
desires vocabulary10 and the F.E.A.S.T.’s Eating
Disorders Glossary.11 The annotation process of
assigning BDI dimensions to each of the cues was
done by three team members. Finally, question-
naire answers were calculated by normalizing the
tag counts for each BDI dimension lexicon into a
[0-3] score.

• Mutual information: for this model, a train-
ing dataset was created from Reddit, containing
107,129 posts. Using mutual information[19]
they extracted the top-200 most relevant tokens
for each category (depressed or not). Represent-
ing posts by those 200-most-relevant tokens, a
logistic regression classifier was trained to clas-
sify posts into depressive or not. Then, keywords
for each BDI question were created using Word-
Net and used to tag the positively classified posts.
If a post was tagged as related to a BDI question,
then the given answer was always 2, otherwise it
was answered with 0 (i.e. answers were scored
using a binary approach).

• Semantic Similarity: using pre-trained GloVe
word embeddings12 [20], a representation of each
user post is generated by averaging the embed-
dings of all the words in the post. The same

8e.g. a score lower than 0.3 would be converted to 0, a score
in the range (0.3,0.5) to 1, a score in the range [0.5,1) to 2, and
anything over 1 to 3.

9http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/#subj_lexicon
10https://www.macmillandictionary.

com/thesaurus-category/british/

feeling-sexual-excite-ment-or-desire
11http://glossary.feast-ed.org/
12https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/

process is performed over the BDI questionnaire
to represent each answer, i.e., the embeddings
of all the words in each questionnaire answer is
also averaged. Finally, each BDI question was
answered with the answer that was “semantically”
closest to any of the user’s posts. This was carried
out by computing the similarity of each user post
and each questionnaire answer using the cosine
similarity.

The CAMH [14] team submitted four supervised
models and one unsupervised model. The unsuper-
vised model was similar to the “Semantic Similarity”
model explained above, but instead of using the av-
eraged GloVe embeddings of all the post’s words to
construct each post-level vector, here the GPT-1 (Gen-
erative Pre-trained Transformer version 1) [21] lan-
guage model was used to generate them. The pre-
trained GPT model was fine-tuned on the provided
text from the 20 users (3 epochs). To predict the user’s
response to each of questions, the cosine similarity of
each of the possible responses to all of the user’s post
was computed, and the answer that had the highest
cosine similarity was picked. Therefore, like with the
BiTeM’s “Semantic Similarity” model, this is a nearest
neighbor approach that asks which possible response
to the question is closest to what the user has previ-
ously written, but this time, in the space of the GPT-1
features. The supervised models were trained using a
private dataset which was the result of one the team
members’ previous work, it is a collection of BDI and
several other questionnaires filled out by 236 under-
graduate Psychology students (197 females, 39 males).
The four supervised models were the following:

• “SVM - LIWC”: for each BDI question, a Sup-
port Vector Machine (with linear kernel and L2
regularization) to predict the corresponding an-
swer. Before being fed to the SVMs, each user’s
post (or training document) was converted into
a “LIWIC feature vector”. These features were
extracted with the Linguistic Inquiry Word Count
(LIWC) tool [22], which calculated the propor-
tions of words from each post belonging to differ-
ent categories.13.

• “GPT - 180 features”: the same fine-tuned GPT-1
language model used for the unsupervised model
was used here to represent each user by a “rela-
tionship feature vector”. Then, auto-sklearn14

was used to learn a classifier for each question.
This “relationship feature vector” was created
by concatenating two vectors, one holding the
minimum euclidian distance between each of the
possible 90 answers15 in the BDI questionnaire

13All available LIWC categories were used, resulting in 70 fea-
tures per post

14https://www.automl.org/automl/auto-sklearn/
1519 questions x 4 possible answers + 2 questions x 7 possible

answers each
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and the user’s posts, and the other, the maximum
correlation between them. This resulted in a sin-
gle vector of 180 relationship features.

• “GPT - 768 features”: This model is the same as
the previous one, but instead of representing each
user by a “relationship feature vector”, it uses an
“average feature vector”. To construct this feature
vector, first a post-level GPT-1 features vector is
created for each user’s post, and then all these
post-level vectors are averaged to obtain a single
average feature. As a result, each user’s writing
history was summarized into a single vector of
size 768.16

• “GPT - 948 features”: this model is a variation
of the previous one, it uses a “combined feature
vector” to represent users. This vector is obtained
by concatenating the relationship and average
feature vectors used by the previous models, re-
sulting in a single vector of size 948.

From the obtained results (see Table 2) one can see
that, despite their complexity, none of these models
performed better than ours, except for the CAMH’s
unsupervised model which had the best ADODL and
DCHR but performed worst than random for the other
two metrics, AHR and ACR. In contrast to all the
models described in this section, which make use of
embeddings, hand-crafted features, ensemble mecha-
nisms, etc., our model is clearer and simpler since it
only accumulates evidence word by word,17 which is
then directly used to infer the overall depression level.
In addition, the obtained performance by our 5 models
were quite consistent across all 4 metrics, that is, our
5 models performed better than random for almost all
4 matrices and they obtained the best AHR and ACR
values.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In previous scenarios, machine learning models have
shown that, in fact, language usage can provide
strong evidence in detecting depressive people, since
these models have to learn to characterize depression
through language use. The work presented in this
article is a first step towards measuring finer grain re-
lationships between these both aspects, namely, we
studied how the language usage could be connected
with the severity level of depression. We tested our
proposal by participating in the eRisk 2019 T3 task.
Obtained results were promising and showed us that
there could be a strong, and somewhat direct, relation-
ship within these both aspects —i.e. it could really be
a relationship between how users write, what words
they use, and the actual depression level they have.

16Which is the size of GPT-1 vectors.
17Only two positive numbers are computed, one for depressed

and the other for non-depressed.

Finally, since all the methods we used are based on the
depression level predicted by SS3, results also showed
us that SS3 correctly inferred the depression level (cal-
culated by Equation (4)) from the textual evidence
accumulated while processing the user’s writings, i.e.
SS3 correctly valued words in relation to each category
(depressed and non-depressed).

Overall, these experiments indicate that it is possi-
ble to automatically extract some depression-related
evidence from social media activity but we are still
far from a really effective depression screening tool.
ADODL and, particularly, DCHR metric showed that
the models, although effective at answering some
depression-related questions, do not perform well at
estimating the overall level of depression of the users.
For example, the best performing model gets the de-
pression category right for only 45% of the users which
indicates that, although better than random, there is
still much room for improvement. However, most mod-
els are clearly better than random in terms of AHR and
ACR. This suggests that the models do a reasonable
job at getting answers right. This suggests that the
analysis of the user posts is useful at extracting some
signals or symptoms related to depression. For future
work, we will try to get access to a bigger test set since
more data is needed to draw better and more robust
conclusions. Furthermore, since it might be interesting
to analyze the results from a psychological point of
view, and it is outside our area of expertise, we are
looking forward to being able to work interdisciplinary
with mental health professionals.
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